
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE ON 
ESG & CIRCULARITY  

                      Sustainability House, Goa Street, Ballard Estate, Mumbai - 400001 
 

Recruitment Notice 

Position: Environmental Associate  

The ‘Centre of Excellence on ESG and Circularity’, established under Mumbai Port Sustainability 
Foundation, a not-for-profit entity incorporated under Section 8 of the Companies Act is helping 
organisations to identify and address their ESG risks and embrace a circular economy, green 
energy to improve overall sustainability of business operations. The MPSF is headquartered at 
Ballard Estate, Fort, Mumbai-400001 and engaged in facilitating Ports and Maritime organisations 
in identifying resource conservation opportunities, planning their climatic resilience and adoption 
strategies, identifying and addressing Environmental, Social & Governance risks, carbon 
management/ carbon budgeting, shifting towards green fuel/ green energy, GHG minimization, 
GHG removal/sequestration etc. to achieve carbon neutrality. In addition, the MPSF is also 
facilitating organisations in meeting their regulatory requirements.  

The CoE/ MPSF is looking for an experienced and skilled professional with a strong background 
in management of environment, forests and wildlife along with thorough knowledge of  project 
clearance procedures followed under various environmental regulations by State and Central 
authorities, preparation of CDM proposals, implementation of circular economic principles and 
waste minimization mechanisms, resource conservation and recycling, waste management, GHG 
accounting, climatic adaptation and resilience, level and mechanism of various environmental 
compliances, procedures of consents and authorisations/ permissions issued by State Pollution 
Control Boards, State and Central Coastal Zone Management Authorities, State and Central 
Forest and Wildlife Authorities etc. 

What we need:  

 The ideal candidate will have a minimum 5 years post-graduation experience in the above 
field and be proficient in working on computers. 

 Excellent written and verbal communication skills. 
 Strong analytical and problem-solving skills. 
 Excellent teamwork ability to work as a team member as well as team leader. 
 Ability to work under pressure and meet timelines. 
 Strong project management ability. 

What We Offer: 

 Competitive salary and benefits package  
 Opportunity to work on high-profile projects and make a positive impact on the 

environment 
 Collaborative, horizontal and dynamic work environment 
 Professional development and growth opportunities 

How to Apply: 

If you are a motivated and experienced environmental professional looking for a challenging and 
rewarding opportunity, send your resume along with a cover letter, to 
mumbaiport@portofsustainability.org before 05th August, 2024.  

mailto:mumbaiport@portofsustainability.org

